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Email Welcome to E-Sys. If you look on our software page under Navigation we have PSDZATA which is a navigation firmware. I presume you have the car now, why don't you download and install the navigation software first? Quote: Originally Posted by redstarspeeds Hello, I'd like to know how to install PSDZATA 48.3.would like to retrofit Navigation on my F25 2011. Need PSDZdata 48.3 for
E-Sys 3.18 to recode. Email Attached Files: Ive been trying to fit a GPS on my 2011 with no luck. Everytime I take the cover off of the dash I go as far as the charging port then that is it. I can make the radio work so that means the motherboard is in the car. It is a aftermarket stereo, the stock radio works. The radio will accept the inputs on the mother board but it wont display what is on the screen. It
looks like there is an area in the middle where the screen should be but I cant see it. I also looked under my car for a connection point on the mother board but it was empty. Im stuck and Im really afraid if I take the cover off of the dash I will have to start from scratch. Please help. It would be nice if we can get into the fullness of details. For example, what does the Navigation map look like, what
version of "E-Sys" are you using etc. (We can google and find this info, it would be easier if you provided it). OK, take a look at the.zip file, which is attached here. It is a navigation firmware. Click on it, to download the file Make sure to double-check the size. Do you have any Navigation equipment installed now? Thank you so much for your assistance. Ive been trying to fit a GPS on my 2011 with
no luck. Everytime I take the cover off of the dash I 82157476af
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